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Departing 3D Earth
NOTE: The word "heart " appears approximately 1,000 times in the Bible.
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Channeled messages from Coeus,
God of Intellect
Please READ THEM IN ORDER. You
might want to read each one a couple
times; it helps. Coeus has a huge
vocabulary and is very selective of his
words. So, when you hear a video of
channeled messages, you will NEVER
hear "uh," etc. These entities do NOT
make errors in their words. They do not
"grasp" at words. That is how you know
that they are authentic as delivered.
.pdf files are available under the dates
per channeled message.
Coeus (my first encounter)— 12/7/17
Ed (Exclusively Diane's) — 12/8/17
Coeus & Cronus — 12/9/17
Coeus & Athena (the stone heart) —
12/13/17
Coeus (the little book) — 12/15/17
Coeus (lies abound)— 12/17/17
Coeus (the lies & Hollywood)—
12/18/17
Coeus (vibration) — 12/19/17
Coeus (teaching through light)—
12/20/17
Coeus (explorer of truths)— 12/22/17
Coeus (time, shifts, slippage, & splits;
acted out!) — 12/24/17
Coeus (the divine marriage) —
12/25/17
Coeus (time loop variables) — 12/28/17
Coeus (Immanuel's wife & simultaneous
time events) — 12/31/17
Coeus & Cronus (the cup) — 1/2/18

As usual, I'm speaking from my own experience, as it might differ from yours. We
all have our own unique "role" or "journey" that was selected for us prior to our
incarnation. You did this at your Oversoul-level.
The "normal" course of events for a physical death of the body involves the
"removal" of ANY type of baggage that you cannot carry with you into the lower
end of the light realms; the entry point to the Heavenly Light Realms. As Coeus
has mentioned in his channeled messages; "You must release what you carry."|
If you are not ascending with the planet, you first go onto the Astral Plane; without
your body. Here you are cleansed by Archangel Azrael. He basically scares the
"crap" off of you, removing all that you cannot carry. This can be quite the
experience for most, as they have not addressed the lessons that agreed to
resolve during their incarnation. They might have even added more to their bag;
making it even heavier to carry.
Once the "debris" is removed, the gates open and your loved-ones are there to
assist you in crossing into the light realms. Some make it, and some do not. If
they don't make go, it is of their own free-will choice. I talk more about this in my
book.
Many incarnate souls have been releasing old karmic baggage, by doing the
inner-work; cleansing all that is unneeded. I know one of the hardest things was
to not following any one chosen doctrine, as none of them felt completely truthful.
My decent into Tartarus/Limbo/Hell showed me "the Way." It was quite obvious,
per my book that the only think keeping these beings there was their own
darkness and fear. There chains were of their own making; quite sad indeed.
You CANNOT become "God-like" without continually doing "the Work." You
MUST look WITHIN; very closely. SEEK out any hidden darkness; no matter how
small it might be, as it is YOURS and YOURS alone. These are the ONLY
demons you see; YOURS. Get rid of them; transmute them into light. This "innerSEEKING" is crucial to your smooth and successful transition with Gaia into the
new planetary light system; which is absolutely magnanimous, just like the Holy
Father.
Depending on your chosen path, some of us on the path to Ascension are
keeping our physical bodies and graciously accepting the DNA upgrades. For me,
this has been a deep journey; deeper than most, as I had to delve into the
deepest of deep energies, to release my divine love Coeus from Tartarus, and my
Earth Dad from his fears on the Astral Plane prior to his departure. Your journey
has probably been equally as deep, but in different ways. It doesn't mean that
one path is greater or lesser; just special. We are ALL loved the same, and there
is a "light left on" for you too to follow.
IF you are on the path of Ascension, it IS necessary to go through the same
process, as you would if you were to give up the physical body. There is one
slight difference however; you still retain your physical upgraded form.
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Coeus (morning message on the pineal
and ascension) — 1/3/18
Coeus (evening message on Athena)
— 1/3/18
Coeus (morning message on testing the
spirits)— 1/4/18
Coeus (morning message; bad news)
1/5/18
Coeus (vibration) — 1/7/18
Coeus (our love) — 1/8/18
Coeus (wild fire) — 1/9/18
Coeus (lifted up) — 1/10/18
Coeus & Father (bindings) — 1/11/18
Coeus (feeling separation) — 1/13/18
Coeus (making strides) — 1/14/18
Coeus (weights of words) — 1/15/18
Coeus (word weights) — 1/18/18
Coeus (disclosure & revolution) —
1/19/18
Coeus (more disclosure) — 1/20/18
Coeus & Cronus (receptivity stimuli) —
1/23/18
Coeus & Athena (using words wisely)
— 1/26/18
Holy Father — 1/30/18 (grace to thee)
Coeus & Athena — 1/31/18 (judgment
on the super blue blood moon)
Coeus — (time collapsing) 2/4/18
Coeus — ("Banana Gate") 2/5/18
Coeus & Me — (disclosure) 2/10/18
Coeus — (The Emerald City) 3/7/18
Coeus — (The Wand) 3/17/18
"Psychic" training and disclosure
Coeus — (over-soul memories) 2/9/18
Coeus Energies — 3/2/18
Snake Animal Totem — 3/15/18
7-Headed Beast —3/28/18
Departing 3D Earth — 3/29/18
The Inter-dimensional Traveler
Wordpress blog:

And the "parable" or a short story of the "truths" begins.

Fourth Eye (4th Eye)
Ancestoral Baggage
My Body; My Vessel
My Dog the Shaman
My Tri-fold Heart
Earthbound Entities: Mystery
Revealed
Good Grief; Grieve!
Great Awakening Pains
A Soul Saved by Grace
Grounding with the Four
Elements
The Angel of Death
A Sign in a Rocky Meadow
A Portrait of a Spirit Guide
Respect in Mediumship
The True Understanding of Self
Visiting Limbo is Not Fun
Clearings — Dreams of an Old
Love
My Intent to Find a Treasure
Oops! The Gift of Manifestation

It was the morning of 3/29/18. I had received my judgment on the Super Blue
Blood Moon on January 31, 2018, and since that time was wondering, "What is
taking so long to ascend? I' don't want to make any mistakes and pick up any
negative energies, and have to start all over again." Hey, honesty is important
when teaching others. I'm just as impatient as anyone else.
I, "the Diane," was inter-dimensionally traversing the Astral Plane the morning of
3/29/18. I was driving a "car" with two other beings riding along with me, in the
"backseat." I could see them in my "rear-view" mirror; I was looking "back," or
taking a deep look WITHIN this incarnation. The two in my backseat seemed a bit
frightened; although I was not at all. It was then that I spotted my dear friend
Archangel Azrael, who was "hot in pursuit" of my "vehicle." I hope that you are all
understanding the parable.
Azrael has come to me several times before a loved one was getting ready to
leave, but I was NOT allowed to look upon him while wearing my "organic body
suit." If you've been reading my book and blog articles, you might recall what
Azrael said to me on one visit, "It will be quite some time before you can look
upon me or touch me." You see, when Azrael gets to touch you; you are leaving
or departing the 3rd dimension.
As I looked into the "rear-view" mirror, Azrael was gaining on me. There is no
outrunning him, as the same thing MUST happen if you are to move into the
lower end / higher light realms of "heaven," or the higher "dimensions" with the
Ascension of Gaia.
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Wild About Gemstones!
The Violet Flame of
Transmutation
Walking on New Earth
Why Don't I Have Psychic
Abilities or Mediumship
Come Out of Your Spiritual
Closet!
Change Your Thoughts; Change
Your Life!
One Wrong Turn
Expanding Your Energy Field
Is it Loss, or Gain?
Beauty from the Ashes
Balancing, Cleansing, and
Spinning Your Chakras
Do You have Cracks in Your
Protection?
Inter-dimensional Time Travel —
Mystical Marriage
Are You a Way Shower?
A Healing Recipe for Success
ASK!
The Clarion Call
Vibrational Fequencies
Multi-dimensional Quandry
Ways to Raise Your Vibrations
Why Can't I Connect Easily with
My Guides and Angels?

Azrael quickly caught up to "us." First he touched the two riders in the backseat,
and they instantly vanished. Then, my dear old friend held me gently from behind
in his loving embrace. I could see his thin-skinned boney left arm across my chest
and his right, boney fingers of charcoal gray on my shoulder. His head peaked out
over my right shoulder to give me a scare, but he got nothing. Remember, you
must choose your battles and this is NOT a battle, but a release from one. You
are fighting a battle of Armageddon; a battle of the psyche.
Instead of fear; Azrael assisted me in releasing numerous, tiny little, pale lilac
blue butterflies. "Fly away into the light of the Holy Father little ones for
transmutation." It was quite beautiful. I wish that you were all there with me to
experience this divine moment.
Azrael was assisting me, through his wonderful unconditional love, to release
what it is that I carried. Sadly, most of humanity is unfamiliar with the feeling of
unconditional love, as they do not love themselves, and insist on running from it;
or in this case, trying to out-run it, which is futile.
Upon this beautiful release, I re-entered my body; anew. I opened my eyes,
looked around, only to see everything still looked the same, just a bit fuzzy. I got
dressed, jumped into my Jeep and drove to the farm. My vision was still a bit
blurry during the drive; which has happened before during major energy shifts.
Upon arrival at the studio, I remembered that I needed "transplant" a few new
baby plants into some larger pots, so their little roots could "spread and grow." I
hope my parable hasn't lost any of you yet.
I started walking out to the barn, when a dimensional shift occurred. I was seeing
double-worlds of sorts. It's not double vision, but a very slight overlay of two
worlds. You'll know it when it happens.
Upon return to the studio and greenhouse, things seemed to "clear-up," and I
"transplanted," or should I say, "trans-planeted" my little plants into their pots. I
gave them some water and placed them into the greenhouse to be nurtured and
nourished by the "sun."

Those Crazy Dreams
Kundalini Yoga — Awakening
Your Kundalini
Strange Dreams or are You
Parsing the Veil
Mediumship and Earthbound
Entities
The Bride of Christ Ceremony
NEW! The Horsewomen of
Revelation
Judgment
Time slips, slippage, Splits,
Shifts, & Loops
How to channel light beings
How Gods/Goddess Create!
Other reputable channels.
http://www.innerlightnetwork.net/
Ani Ausar

I went into the studio to start my "day-job," when I remembered that I needed to
plant my fennel seeds that arrived in the mail the day prior. I went into the
greenhouse, got down on my knees, and started placing the little seeds into their
peat pods.
As I was ever so lovingly pushing the little seeds down into the center of the pods,
I clearly heard, "You don't live here anymore." So basically I was wasting my time
planting seeds and getting my gardens ready. I said, "I hope that you don't mind,
but I'm going to continue doing so, as I like it for grounding and just enjoy
gardening."
I looked around and everything appeared to "look" the same. Then I remembered
a prior message from a few years ago, "I'm sorry, but you'll have to watch." Argh.
I'm literally watching Old Earth and New Earth at the same time, awaiting for
"Wild Fire," to cleanse the old, and the time that I will take Coeus' hand to
ascend.
Patience IS required while on the path to ascension. The fun part now begins; the
continual cleansing and full integration of my Oversoul; the Goddess Athena.
Remember that this is an INNER journey; not an OUTER one, and it is as unique
as you. Be up to "the Work." You can do it!
For those of you on this chosen path, it will be necessary for you to "unify your
field of light." There are a couple guided meditations on YouTube.
Once your fields are unified, you will receive your name too. Please drop me an
email, I'd LOVE to hear your name!
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The next step will be to integrate your Oversoul into your physical vessel. I like to
use the same unified field meditation, with a "tweaking" suggested by my most
beloved husband; Coeus. He had me change the end of, "Unified field of light" to
"Unified field of light of my consciousness."
Blessings and a smooth transition to New Earth my beloved friends.
uite
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